Chromatic Challenge: 10 Creative Exercises for Saxophone Vol. 1 was conceived to
develop great technique and control of the saxophone by using these modern, dynamic and
creative exercises. It is a didactic method that focuses on mastering original chromatic patterns
throughout the whole range of the instrument. The book was originally designed for saxophone
players, but can be also used effectively on most instruments by adjusting both the starting and
ending note according to their practical register.
Be aware that there are other different ways to approach chromatic exercises, and these
ones are by no means the only way to do so. I am presenting this method because I believe it is
practical, effective, original and fun to play. Also, based on my own experience using these
exercises on a daily basis, it does produce outstanding results.
Start practicing at the tempo you feel comfortable with. Once the exercise is executed
with confidence and without mistakes, feel free to start increasing the speed at your will and
adding some articulations. My recommendation is to practice at least one exercise per day. By
doing so, musicians will notice absolute control of the instrument in no time when performing all
kind of etudes and/or difficult pieces. The use of the metronome is strongly recommended to
achieve greater outcome.
Thanks to my former saxophone teachers Juan Felipe Tartabull, Javier Zalba, Carlos
Averhoff Sr. and my father Aldo Salvent Sr, multiple award winning clarinet educator and one of
the most important voices in music education in Latin America. They challenged me every day
during my student years, taught me how to practice effectively and seek for delivering
performances with no technique errors.

Have fun!
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